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A major challenge toward realizing high-performance aqueous
lithium batteries (ALBs) is the utilization of a metallic lithium anode.

Broader context

However, an ideal solid electrolyte that can protect metallic lithium

Aqueous lithium batteries (ALBs) represent one of the best candidates for large
scale energy storage, in the realization of the full use of renewable energy
sources. A major challenge toward achieving high-performance ALBs lies in the
utilization of metallic lithium as the anode. An ideal solid electrolyte ‘‘enabler’’
that can protect metallic lithium from reacting with aqueous solutions while
maintaining a high lithium ion conduction is not currently available. One
obstacle is the lack of a reliable experimental tool to measure the conduction
behaviour of H+ and Li+ ions in a solid electrolyte. Here, by correlating neutron
and electron spectroscopy, we quantitatively reveal the mobility and lattice
occupancy of the H+ and Li+ ions individually in protonated cubic
Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 (H-LLZO). Our results show that within the operation
temperature range of ALBs, H+ ions are immobile while Li+ ions maintain a
desired mobility even in H-LLZO with a high H+ concentration. These results
highlight LLZO as a potential eﬀective separation layer for ALBs. More
importantly, our work provides a new method to probe diﬀusion behavior of
individual ion species in dual-ion solids, an important family of materials for
energy storage, environmental sensing, neuromorphic computing, and beyond.

from reacting with aqueous solutions while still maintaining a high
lithium ion conduction is not currently available. One obstacle is
the lack of a reliable experimental tool to diﬀerentiate the conduction
behaviour of H+ and Li+ ions in a solid electrolyte. Here, by correlating
neutron and electron spectroscopy, we quantitatively reveal the
mobility and lattice occupancy of the two ions individually in protonated cubic Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 (LLZO). Our results not only highlight
LLZO as a potential eﬀective separation layer for ALBs but also
present a robust method to quantify the mobility of individual mobile
ions in solid-state ion conductors.

Increased environmental concerns have motivated the use of
sustainable and renewable energy sources. However, eﬃcient
storage of this energy in large quantities and at low cost
remains a challenge. Li-ion batteries (LIBs) are widely used in
portable electronics due to their relatively high energy densities
compared to competing battery chemistries.1–6 Despite these
successes, batteries with increased energy and power densities

are desirable for applications in powering electric vehicles and
for grid energy storage.1,3,7–10 Thus, there is a clear need for
new and advanced battery configurations.
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Aqueous Li-metal batteries are promising candidates for
these and other emerging applications. Lithium metal as the
anode holds the lowest reduction potential ( 3.04 V) of any
metal at ambient conditions and provides a high theoretical
capacity (3860 mA h g 1). In addition, aqueous catholytes have
been reported to possess higher ionic conductivities and can be
fabricated at lower costs compared to non-aqueous organic
catholytes.11,12 Nevertheless, Li metal is generally not compatible
with aqueous electrolytes.8,13–16 One approach to enable the
integration of Li metal anodes with ALB is to interpose a solidstate electrolyte separator. The separator would prevent the reaction
between Li and the aqueous electrolyte while potentially eliminating
proton (H+) cross-over and suppressing the reduction of protons to
hydrogen gas at the Li anode. Ceramic electrolytes have been
considered as a candidate for this application.17–19
Recent investigations on the garnet-type cubic LLZO, that is
with the Ia3% d symmetry, reveals that it has both high ionic
conductivity (Z10 4 S cm 1)20–22 and good compatibility with Li
metal. The LLZO–Li interface forms a thin self-limiting tetragonallike LLZO interfacial layer that can effectively passivate the
interface while maintaining reasonable ion conductivity that is
expected to be B10 5 S cm 1 based on previous reports.20,23–26
The crystal structure of the cubic polymorph (c-LLZO) was also
found to be stable inside deionized water and in a wide range
of pH without a significant drop in the ionic conductivity.25
While it is recently revealed that when LLZO is immersed in
water, it undergoes spontaneous Li+/H+ exchange, forming
(Li6.25 xHxAl0.25)La3Zr2O12 (Hx-LLZO),25 yet it was unknown if
both ions are mobile and whether protonated LLZO remains
stable with lithium metal.25,27–31 In this regard, demonstrating
low mobility of H+ in Hx-LLZO is crucial as the migration of H+
towards the anode along with Li+ during electrochemical
cycling may cause undesired side reactions like 2H+ - H2,
resulting in technological and safety issues. Even if this reaction
does not occur, the migration of H+ may lead to a non-unity
transference number resulting in a concentration polarization at
electrode interfaces, deteriorating the overall battery performance.
Previous studies of protonated solid electrolytes are mainly focused
on assessing the Li+ distribution and structural stability in the
tetragonal LLZO or other garnet-type solid electrolytes.27–29,32,33
The individual ionic conduction behaviors of Li+ or H+ in c-LLZO
at ambient temperature, however, have seldom been reported
experimentally.34 Without knowing the mobility of H+ in cubic
Hx-LLZO, one cannot conclusively argue that cubic LLZO is an
appropriate separator for aqueous Li batteries.
Elucidating the mobility of H+ and Li+ ions individually in
Hx-LLZO is challenging for traditional characterization methods.
For instance, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has
been widely used to evaluate ionic conductivity in materials.
However, it is extremely challenging to configure right counter
electrodes to diﬀerentiate ion diﬀusivity of H+ and Li+ when they
coexist in a material. Structural characterization methods such as
X-ray and electron diﬀractions are not sensitive to light elements
and are unable to trace the mobility of H+ and Li+. In this study,
by taking advantage of the significantly diﬀerent neutron crosssectional values of H+ and Li+ ions (H has 80 times higher signal
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than Li), we successfully diﬀerentiate the diﬀusion behavior of
these two ions in Hx-LLZO using quasi-elastic incoherent neutron
scattering (QENS).35 A quantitative understanding of the ion
diﬀusion kinetics in the Hx-LLZO was achieved by correlating
the mean-square distributions from QENS with the ion occupancies
and structural evolutions determined by neutron diﬀraction and
electron spectroscopy. Our results show that while a moderate
amount of ion exchange (B60% or lower) does not change the
crystal structure, Ia3% d, of LLZO, an intensive exchange of H+
ions (B75% or higher) introduces a slight distortion in the
lattice, resulting in a phase transformation from Ia3% d to I4% 3d.
Very importantly, we demonstrate that even with a significant
extent of ion exchange, H+ ions are almost immobile in cubic
Hx-LLZO lattice at temperatures below 200 1C while a desirable
Li+ conductivity remains. These results confirm that LLZO can
potentially be used as a protection layer for metallic lithium
anode in aqueous Li batteries.
STEM and EELS were utilized to reveal the structural and
chemical information of pristine LLZO and Hx-LLZO. A clear
garnet structure was observed in pristine LLZO as noted by the
high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF-STEM) and bright field
(BF-STEM) images (Fig. 1a and b), which were recorded along
the [001] zone axis. A corresponding Ia3% d schematic model of
garnet LLZO is shown as an overlay. After spontaneous Li+/H+
exchange, the garnet framework appears retained as seen in
Fig. 1d and e. High-resolution TEM images of LLZO (Fig. 1c)
and Hx-LLZO (Fig. 1f) clearly show the d-spacing along the (010)
direction. Based on the length measurements in the corresponding intensity profiles, pristine LLZO has a cell parameter
of a = 12.97 (0.003) Å which agrees well with previous
reports,25,36 while protonated LLZO presents a slightly larger
cell parameter of a = 13.07 (0.005) Å. This change of the cell
parameter is associated with the Li+/H+ exchange in the LLZO lattice.
Quantitatively, the loss of Li content is estimated to be 70 (2)% of
the total Li in pristine LLZO, as calculated via the EELS analysis
(Fig. 1g). Therefore, deep exchange of the Li+ by H+ results in an
estimated composition of (Li1.9H4.4Al0.25)La3Zr2O12. In comparison,
our previous report shows that the ion exchange rate is B60% after
the c-LLZO is immersed in deionized water.25 A higher ion exchange
rate in this work should be attributed to the use of HNO3 acid
solution. Obvious changes in the fine structure of O K-edge was
observed in Fig. 1h. In the O K doublet peaks, which are clearly
present in the spectrum of pristine LLZO, exhibits diﬀerent intensity
ratio in Hx-LLZO: the first peak is replaced by a shoulder. This
indicates the changes in the chemical bonding of O ions, further
proving the ion exchange between Li+ and H+ in the LLZO structure.
In order to precisely determine the lattice structural changes
in such intensive protonated LLZO, neutron diﬀraction paired
with Rietveld refinement was performed. The I4% 3d structure
well fits the pattern of the protonated LLZO (Fig. 2a) while the Ia3% d
model does not (additional fitting results are shown in ESI‡). A
slight lattice structure modification was thus revealed, which is
induced via a structural symmetry change from Ia3% d (pristine)
to I4% 3d (protonated). It is noted that such a slight structural change
is not directly visualized via obvious characteristic peaks in the
diﬀraction patterns. The Rietveld refinement along the entire
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Fig. 1 HAADF-STEM (a), BF-STEM (b), and HRTEM (c) images of pristine
% symmetry with a
LLZO. The overlay in (b) is the schematic model with Ia3d
lattice parameter of 12.97 (0.003) Å. HAADF-STEM (d), BF-STEM (e), and
%
HRTEM (f) of Hx-LLZO. The schematic structure in (e) is with I43d
symmetry and a lattice parameter of 13.07 (0.005) Å. d-Spacing was
measured along (010) direction. The lattice parameter is averaged over
10 unit cells for high accuracy. All the images are recorded along [001]
zone axis. Li-K (g) and O-K (h) EELS analyses of LLZO and Hx-LLZO.

neutron diﬀraction pattern, which is sensitive to light elements,
is a suitable approach to unravel the atomic rearrangement of Li
and H in the lattice via capturing the peak intensity changes
(Fig. 2a inset). The refined parameters of the protonated LLZO
structure are listed in Table S1 (ESI‡). Additionally, a small
amount of residual LiOH was also revealed. Per refinement, the
lattice parameter of I4% 3d Hx-LLZO is 13.0704(2) Å, which is
slightly larger than that of the Ia3% d structure of pristine LLZO
(12.98490(9) Å by neutron diﬀraction in the previous report),34
agreeing with structural analysis by electron microscopy. Such a
lattice expansion should be associated with the replacement
of strong Li–O bonds by weaker hydrogen O–H  O bonds,33
as suggested by density functional theory (DFT) calculations
(see ESI‡).
The structural change in Hx-LLZO was further supported by
inelastic neutron scattering (INS). Fig. 2c shows the INS spectrum
of Hx-LLZO compared with the simulated reference spectra of the
Ia3% d and I4% 3d structures. The primary peaks in the experimental
spectrum of Hx-LLZO, i.e. the peaks in the region B50 meV and
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Fig. 2 (a) Neutron diﬀraction of protonated LLZO powders. The dots are
the experimental data, while the red line through them is the calculated
model. The series of tick marks on the top represents the Hx-LLZO, and the
tick marks on the bottom indicate coexisting LiOH (7.6  2.0 wt%). The
bottom curves show the diﬀerence between the experimental data and
calculated patterns. The inset shows the comparison of the fitted diﬀraction
% and Hx-LLZO(I43d).
%
patterns of LLZO (Ia3d)
Data extracted from this fit are
% and I43d
%
given in Table S1 (ESI‡). (b) Schematic configurations of Ia3d
of
Hx-LLZO. (c) Comparison between the experimental and calculated VISION% or Ia3d
% structure. P1 and
INS (inelastic neutron spectra) of Hx-LLZO with I43d
%
P2 are the marked peaks that show an obvious diﬀerence between I43d
and
% structure.
Ia3d

B100 meV that are denoted as P1 and P2, match well with the
simulated spectrum of I4% 3d simulation. The two structure
models are shown in Fig. 2b. In addition to the determination
of the I4% 3d structure, INS results prove that it is primary H+
instead of H3O+ present in the H-LLZO structure. If there were
significant H3O+ exchange, P1 is expected to be much stronger
relative to P2, because the vibrational modes of the additional
H2O produce large H displacement and contribute to an intense
vibrational band in the energy range of P1. The site occupancies
of ions were further analyzed by neutron Rietveld refinement
based on the NPD, as shown in Table S1 (ESI‡). In the protonated
I4% 3d Hx-LLZO, the Li that typically resides in the tetrahedral 24d
sites in cubic LLZO occupies the split tetrahedral 12a and 12b
sites. The Li site occupancy is not equally distributed over these two
sites, instead, for 0.34(6) and 0.63(7), respectively. Such Li occupancy
is diﬀerent from that of the protonated tetragonal LLZO, which is
0.340 and 0.908 for the 12a and 12b sites correspondingly, though
the same crystal symmetry was reported.27 Protons were found to
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preferentially occupy the 48e crystallographic site with occupancy of
0.78(3). Such site occupancies result in a stoichiometry of
Li1.46(14)H4.68(18)Al0.25La3Zr2O12 (with 75(1)% total Li exchanged),
agreeing well with the estimated Li content using EELS (B70%
total Li exchange). In the rest of this manuscript, in order to
be easily referred, we use the averaged exchange value of
the quantifications from EELS and neutron diﬀraction, i.e.
Li1.7H4.5Al0.25La3Zr2O12 (H4.5-LLZO). It should be noted that
this structure holds a good amount of vacancies that allows
Li ions to hop, i.e. nominally 66  7% at 12a, 37  4% at 12b
tetrahedral sites, and 22  2% at the H-48e sites. These
vacancies most likely allow the formation of a desirable percolation
pathway for Li+ ions to transport. As a result, protonated H4.5-LLZO
is expected to hold a reasonable Li+ transport rate in the bulk.
The mobility of H+ could significantly influence the stability
of LLZO being used as a separator in aqueous Li batteries which
primarily operate at RT. Precisely identifying hydrogen mobility
is critical. Here, neutron scattering measurements were performed
to probe H+ and Li+ diﬀusion dynamics. An overview of the
temperature dependent dynamics in H4.5-LLZO and pristine LLZO
can be obtained by examining the elastic incoherent signal of
BASIS spectra as a function of temperature (from 30 K to 500 K). An
estimation of the average mean-square displacement (MSD)
approximated from ion vibrations can be derived from the elastic
integrated data, using Gaussian approximation.37 As protons have
a much larger neutron scattering cross-section (B80) than that
of Li, the MSD measured in H4.5-LLZO is primarily attributed to
proton diﬀusion and the contribution of Li+ ions is negligible. The
MSD derived from pristine LLZO, however, is primarily originated
from Li+ ion vibrations. As shown in Fig. 3, the temperature
dependences of the MSD in the two samples are distinct. The
neutron scattering measurements reflect the incoherent dynamics
in the system instead of collective dynamics or structural information that can be obtained from coherent neutron scattering.
Furthermore, Li dominates the incoherent signal (B56%), and
the remaining signal arises mainly from La which is not expected
to undergo diﬀusive motions at the chosen temperatures. Li+
vibration in pristine LLZO shows clear Arrhenius temperature
dependence throughout the entire temperature range. In H4.5-LLZO,
however, the MSD, which is dominated by the vibration of H+ ions,
remains nearly zero below 300 K and increases at a very slow rate at
temperatures above 300 K. These results indicate that the Li+ ions
are mobile in pristine LLZO. The H+ ions in H4.5-LLZO, however,
exhibit much fewer vibrations at low temperatures. Such a low
vibration may indicate a low diﬀusivity of H+ ions at RT as ion
hopping in solids is associated with its lattice vibrations.9,38
Even though there is controversy with regards to the proton
mobility in Li garnets from previous investigations,39 our results
have unambiguous clarified the immobile nature of H+ in cubic
(Li6.25 xHxAl0.25)La3Zr2O12. It should be mentioned that site
occupancy and locations of Li+ and H+ in diﬀerent garnets
could potentially determine the ability of the lattice framework
to trap H+. In principle, the presence of proton ions in the lattice
should meet two criteria for a solid electrolyte material used in
aqueous Li batteries: low proton mobility and a minimum
blockage to Li+ ion mobility. The first criterion is associated
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Fig. 3 The average mean-square-displacement for LLZO and Hx-LLZO
samples. H has a larger neutron cross-section which yields a 90% of signal
when coexists with Li. Li dominates the incoherent neutron scattering
signal of pristine–LLZO and furthermore, the other elements in the sample
are not expected to undergo diffusive motions in the measured temperatures,
thus the MSD in pristine–LLZO reflects Li dynamics. In contrast, the MSD of
Hx-LLZO is mainly a reflection of H.

with reducing the possible occurrence of hydrogen reduction
reactions and preventing cross-over during cycling. While the
second one is to ensure a suﬃcient lithium ion transport
between lithium metal anode and aqueous solution.
QENS measures the dynamic structure factor, S(Q,o), at a
small energy transfer, o, and at momentum transfers, Q, typically
less than a few Å 1. The measured S(Q,o) is the Fourier transform
in space and time of the self-correlation function. It provides
information about the self-diﬀusive motions and can be used to
derive diﬀusivity of ions. Fig. 4a and b present the experimentally
observed HWHM vs. Q2 fitted to Fick’s law (HWHM = DQ2 + c,

Fig. 4 Variation of HWHM with Q2 for diﬀerent temperatures of LLZO
(a) and Hx-LLZO (b). The dashed lines represent fits of HWHM = DQ2 + c,
where D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Temperature dependence of the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient for (c) LLZO and (d) Hx-LLZO, respectively. There
are two segments of the plot for Hx-LLZO that indicates a diﬀerent
diﬀusion mechanism at a higher temperature. Some of the error bars are
smaller than the symbols.
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where D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and c is a constant) with the
slope representing the diﬀusion coeﬃcient.40 While the fitted
line for pristine LLZO approaches the origin, it was apparent that
the fitted line does not approach the origin for H4.5-LLZO. This
result indicates that the diﬀusion is spatially constrained in
H4.5-LLZO. The limited extent of diﬀusion is especially evident
in the lower temperature region, i.e. between 300 and 350 K
(27 and 77 1C), where the HWHM values of the quasielastic
components are nearly independent of Q. As established by MSD
analysis and by comparing the elastic vs. QE intensities of the
fitted QENS spectra, H+ contributes mainly to the elastic part of
the spectra, especially at the temperatures below 400 K. The MSD
for H4.5-LLZO up to 400 K follows Debye–Waller type of behavior,
thus it is not expected that the H+ contributes to the QE spectra.
However, there is a change in the MSD slope around 400 K, after
which the MSD increases more, indicating that H+ begins to
contribute to the QE part of the spectra. Thus H+ is largely
immobile in the measured timescale from 1 ps to 1 ns. Therefore,
the diffusion coefficient reflects the Li+ mobility in both of these two
samples, except at temperatures above 400 K where H+ partially
contributes to the QE signal.
Based on the quasielastic scattering data, we further plot the
diﬀusion coeﬃcients of mobile ions in pristine LLZO and H4.5-LLZO
as a function of temperature, as shown in Fig. 4c and d. As expected,
ionic diﬀusion in LLZO exhibits a single trend. In contrast, two
dissimilar temperature dependences are observed in H4.5-LLZO,
suggesting the presence of distinct diﬀusion mechanisms
within the low and high-temperature regions, respectively. In
the low-temperature region (below 400 K), the H+ is immobile
and the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is primarily attributed by Li+ ions.
At the higher temperature region (above 400 K), several potential
possibilities could be involved in the conduction: (1) H+ ions
become mobile and change the overall diﬀusion mechanism in
LLZO; (2) Li+ ions take diﬀerent diﬀusion pathways; or (3) Li+
ions at certain lattice sites that are immobile become active at a
high temperature.
The activation energy Ea for ion diﬀusion can be derived by
fitting the Arrhenius law to the temperature dependence of the
diﬀusion coeﬃcients. Pristine LLZO exhibits linear behavior
with the Ea of 11.77(0.07) kJ mol 1 (Fig. 4c), which is slightly
lower than previously reported values of hot-pressed LLZO
pallets, which is B26.00 kJ mol 1.20,41 A low activation energy
could result from the use of nanoparticles, where a much higher
surface area is present compared to that of polycrystalline bulk
pellets in previous reports. It is known that ions often diﬀuse
faster along surfaces compared to that of bulk, due to the
presence of a large number of vacancies and uncoordinated
chemical bonds. The activation energy of Li+ ions in H4.5-LLZO
was estimated to be 31.76(0.28) kJ mol 1 in the low-temperature
regime (Fig. 4d), which is B2.6 than that of pristine LLZO,
indicating reduced Li+ ion mobility in H4.5-LLZO. It is noted that
the derived diﬀusion coeﬃcient at 300 K shows a relatively large
error bar, which originates from the decreased ionic diﬀusion,
thus lowering the sensitivity of our measurement. Such an error
bar may aﬀect the accuracy in the line fitting in Fig. 4d and
result in an error in the estimation of activation energy in the
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low-temperature region. However, the transition temperature
revealed in Fig. 4d matches well with that revealed in Fig. 3 for
Hx-LLZO, indicating a valid/reasonable line fitting. The higher
activation energy of Li+ at the low T regime likely results from
the presence of immobile H+ ions in the lattice, which possibly
impact the Li+ migration pathway; or from the changes in Li+
conduction channels in the lattice due to the lattice symmetry
transformation.27 Above 400 K, the activation energy is lowered
to 5.40(0.27) kJ mol 1, which is possibly due to the activation
of H+ ions at high temperatures. It is noted that a weight loss
was observed around 200 1C according to TGA results shown in
Fig. S2 (ESI‡). Protons within the lattice of garnets somehow are
expected to evolve out at high temperature and result in a
change of diﬀusivity.30,31 A potential structural or phase change
at a high temperature also cannot be excluded.
This work provides new insights toward the development of
LLZO for the use as an eﬀective separator to protect Li-metal
anodes used in advanced aqueous Li batteries. The primary
criteria of a desirable protection layer include (i) structural and
chemical stability in aqueous electrolyte, (ii) chemical and
electrochemical compatibility with metallic lithium, (iii) high
(B1 mS cm 1) ionic conductivity, and (iv) stability over a
relatively wide pH range to accommodate the change in the
solution pH during cycling.17,18,25 Our previous work shows
that c-LLZO, after being immersed in de-ionized water, experiences
spontaneous H+ and Li+ ion exchange up to 63.6%. The Ia3% d
structure is maintained in both neutral and base solution.25 In the
Ia3% d structure, H+ ions preferentially replace the Li+ ions at the
distorted octahedral sites, i.e. 96h. In this study, we focused on
characterizing the stability of Hx-LLZO in acidic solution, and
more importantly, on elucidating the mobility of H+ and Li+ ions.
The immersion of c-LLZO in 0.01 M HNO3 results in a higher ion
exchange of Li+ with H+ (B75%), where not only the Li+ ions at the
96h sites but also those at the 48g octahedral sites, are replaced by
H+. Despite such a high degree ion exchange, the cubic framework
is well preserved with a slight structural distortion, resulting in a
lattice symmetry transformation from to Ia3% d to I4% 3d. Fig. 5 briefly
clarifies the diﬀerence of the lattice structure and ion occupancies
between pristine LLZO and Hx-LLZO at the unit cell level.
By taking advantage of the dramatic diﬀerence in neutron
cross-section for H+ and Li+ ions, we unambiguously revealed
that H+ is immobile at temperatures below 400 K in protonated
LLZO, regardless of a high concentration in the structure (75%
exchange). The immobility of H+ ions in the lattice is beneficial

Fig. 5 Schematic illustrations of structural and chemical modifications in
c-LLZO after intensive proton exchange; the structure and ion occupancies
% LLZO are delineated based on previous reports.42,43 Those
of pristine Ia3d
%
for I43d LLZO are shown based on current work, e.g. Fig. 2 and Table S1
(ESI‡).
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for the application of LLZO in aqueous batteries. Such immobility prevents migration of the H+ ions to the LLZO/Li interface
and reacting with Li metal. Given the fact that the working
temperature of practical aqueous rechargeable lithium batteries
is typically far below this temperature, the reduction reaction of
H+ with Li metal should be prevented. In contrast to H+ ions, Li+
ions have a reasonable ionic conductivity in the H4.5-LLZO. This
property is based on the combined information from elastic and
quasi-elastic neutron scattering. As revealed by MSD, H+ ions
are immobile below 400 K in H4.5-LLZO. Li+ ions, however, are
mobile since pristine c-LLZO shows a distinct MSD slope compared
to that of H4.5-LLZO. The diﬀusion-related phenomena observed in
H4.5-LLZO at low temperatures, therefore, should be primarily
contributed by Li+ ions. Therefore, the activation energy of Li+
ions can be estimated from diﬀusion coeﬃcients measured
using quasi-elastic scattering data. A higher activation energy
of Li+ ions was observed in protonated LLZO compared to that
in pristine LLZO, which should arise from the presence of
immobile H+ in the lattice. The presence of H+ could influence
the Li+ ion conduction primarily in three ways: first, the H+
replace Li+ ions, largely reducing the concentration of Li+ in the
structure; second, the H+ ions are immobile and may block the
normal Li+ ion percolation pathway in the structure; third,
the replacement of Li+ with H+ ions in the lattice could induce
lattice structure distortions therefore possibly altering the bottleneck
size of Li+ ion migration. This eﬀect can be clearly understood in the
case of H3.7-LLZO with a moderate degree of H+ exchange where the
Ia3% d structured is maintained.44,45 In Ia3% d structured Hx-LLZO, the
Li+ migration pathway involves the connection of both octahedral Li
sites and face-sharing Li tetrahedral sites. A precise understanding
of how the presence of a higher concentration of H+ in I4% 3d
structure influences Li+ ion conduction requires detailed theoretical
calculations. It is certain that the presence of H+ in c-LLZO alters the
transport behavior of Li+. Given the high ionic conductivity of LLZO
(10 4–10 3 S cm 1 at room temperature) and an activation energy
of 31.76 kJ mol 1 of H4.5-LLZO, it must be pointed out that a
reasonable Li+ ion conductivity of B10 6–10 5 S cm 1 in H4.5-LLZO
is expected. As most of the current aqueous batteries do not operate
at an elevated temperature, our results indicate that the H+ ions do
not diffuse to Li metal when LLZO is used as a separator layer in
aqueous Li batteries with a neutral or slightly acidic environment.

Conclusion
This work elucidates the individual ion mobility of H+ and Li+
and the structural stability in H4.5-LLZO for its application as a
protection layer for Li metal in aqueous lithium batteries. It was
found that even a relatively high Li+/H+ ion exchange (75%) in
LLZO, that is induced by immersing LLZO in 0.01 M HNO3 for
30 min, does not change the cubic framework. Instead, lattice
distortion is induced, leading to a phase transformation from
Ia3% d to I4% 3d. Most importantly, we undoubtedly probe the individual
ion diﬀusion behavior of H+ and Li+ ions in H4.5-LLZO, which is
otherwise challenging to conventional characterization techniques.
We found out that while Li+ ions show good ion mobility in the
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structure, the H+ ions are immobile at RT. Such inactivity of H+
ions should contribute to the interfacial stability of LLZO being
used as a protection layer for Li-metal in aqueous Li batteries.
The activation energy of Li+ is estimated to be around 31.76 kJ mol 1
at room temperature, indicating reasonable Li+ ion conduction in
H4.5-LLZO. Our results, therefore, suggest that LLZO is a promising
candidate to be used as a protection layer in aqueous lithium
batteries. More importantly, our work provides a new method
to probe diﬀusion behavior of diﬀerent ions in solids that contain
multiple mobile ion species, an important family of materials
for energy storage, neuromorphic computing, environmental
sensing, and beyond.
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